SUCCESSFUL JOB INTEGRATION MÜNCHEN

STARTING POINT

GET JOB PERMIT

PREPARE FOR JOB

FIND JOB

A life in balance

FURTHER CAREER OPTIONS

While you wait

Do you need financial support?

If no, then...

IF YES, THEN...

Employment Agency / Counselling points

Foreigners Office

Jobcenter

Social media

Job fairs

Job portals

Network and communities

Workforce

Quality of life

City

Health

Integration

Job fairs

Network and communities

Further qualifications

Self employment

Further qualifications during first job

Employers are eager to support

Many organizations, communities and volunteers are ready to help

You can access healthcare before you have a health insurance

Do not sign anything that you do not understand

Patience is important - It may take time

Learn German

with language Apps

Learn about Germany

Learn about employee rights

Prepare documents

Assess qualifications

Apply for integration courses

Secure having child and elderly support

Open a bank account

Get a health insurance

While you wait

Learn German

with language Apps

Get to know the city

Join local community and neighborhood events

Visit the library

Attend (online) job fairs

Do internships and volunteering

MBQ

City of Munich, Department of Labor and Economic Development, Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 15, 80331 München  https://www.muenchen.de/mbq

SUCCESSFUL JOB INTEGRATION MÜNCHEN

Who can I use my existing qualifications?
- Where can I find childcare in order to work?
- What rights do I have on the German labor market?
- What level of German is sufficient for a job and how long does it take to reach it?
- What is needed before I can enter the German labor market?
- Where and how can I look for a job?

What is needed before I can enter the German labor market?
- Get a work permit
- Prepare for the job
- Get to know the city

What level of German is sufficient for a job and how long does it take to reach it?
- Learn German with language Apps
- Social media
- Job fairs
- Job portals
- Further qualifications

Where can I find childcare in order to work?
- Job centers
- Childcare centers
- Babysitters
- Babysitting agencies

What rights do I have on the German labor market?
- Employment Agency / Counselling points
- Subsistence benefits (including health insurance)
- Costs for accommodation and heating can be covered

What is needed before I can enter the German labor market?
- Get a work permit
- Prepare for the job
- Get to know the city

Who can I use my existing qualifications?
- Where can I find childcare in order to work?
- What rights do I have on the German labor market?
- What level of German is sufficient for a job and how long does it take to reach it?
- What is needed before I can enter the German labor market?
- Where and how can I look for a job?